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Ebook free Smith and hogan criminal law 10
edition (Read Only)
criminal law is written with the needs of the student foremost in mind to provide more
than ever as modern and as comprehensive an exposition of the criminal law as he or she
could possibly require ormerod and laird present a thorough yet accessible student
guide to the criminal law supported by a wealth of key extracts from judgments statutes
reports and academic articles smith hogan and ormerod s essentials of criminal law
provides an ideal gateway into the dynamic world of criminal law focused expert
coverage a hallmark of the smith hogan and ormerod books is supported by a wealth of
student friendly learning features that enhance learning in thisideal introduction for
first time students dr john child and professor david ormerod qc expertly guide new
undergraduate readers through the subject addressing all the key topics on the llb
complex issues are demystified and explained offering a clear understanding of offences
defences and principles that underlie them particular attention is paid to student
assessment with end of chapter sections offering advice on how to approach essay and
problem questions short learning and assessment tips are provided throughout the
chapters online resourcesa range of online resources are provided to further a student
s understanding including video tutorials from the authors and students examination
questions with answer guidance from the authors multiple choice questions chapter
summaries and further reading smith and hogan criminal law is regarded as the leading
doctrinal textbook on criminal law in england and wales and has been for almost 40
years the legal principles and rules involved in criminal law are often complex and
technical it is essential therefore that students have a clearand comprehensive account
of the law to guide their study for generations of students smith and hogan criminal
law has fulfilled that need it provides a detailed and critical exposition of the
general principles of criminal liability and the law of the most important crimes its
authoritativenature renders it popular with practitioners and leads to its frequent
citation by the courts the book is complimented by an online resource centre providing
updates and useful weblinks smith hogan ormerod s criminal law is rightly regarded as
the leading doctrinal textbook on criminal law in england and wales the book owes its
consistent popularity to its depth of analysis breadth of coverage and accessible style
over fifty years since the publication of the first edition professor david ormerod and
karl laird continue the tradition set down by professors sir john smith and brian hogan
by producing a textbook of unrivalled quality the text continues to be an invaluable
resource for undergraduate students and an essential reference source for criminal law
practitioners digital formats and resources the sixteenth edition is available for
students and institutions to purchase in a variety of formats and is supported by
online resources the e book offers a mobile experience and convenient access along with
functionality tools navigation features and links that offer extra learning support
oxfordtextbooks co uk ebooks a selection of online resources accompany this text
including a selection of additional online chapters a full bibliography arranged
alphabetically and by chapter annual updates this comprehensive casebook provides
extracts from all of the key cases along with other essential materials from statutes
reports books and articles notes and questions provide context and encourage deep
learning it is the perfect companion to a textbook such as smith and hogan criminal law
introduction actus reus mens rea interaction of actus reus and mens rea murder
manslaughter non fatal offences against the person sexual offences property offences
fraud general inchoate offences parties to crime denials of an offence general defences
criminal law is written with the needs of the student foremost in mind to provide more
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than ever as modern and as comprehensive an exposition of the criminal law as he or she
could possibly require a companion to smith and hogan criminal law this work provides
all thenecessary materials cases statutes reports extracts from books and articles for
an in depth study of the general principles of criminal law this editionhas been
updated to incorporate new legislation such as the sexual offences act2003 and relevant
new case law smith hogan ormerod s criminal law is rightly regarded as the leading
doctrinal textbook on criminal law in england and wales published in its first edition
over fifty years ago it continues to be a key text for undergraduates and an essential
reference source for practitioners this title has been completely updated in order to
include all legislative and case law developments changes brought about through the
crime and courts act 2013 and the legal aid sentencing and punishment of offenders act
2012 have been fully incorporated there is detailed analysis of the many recent case
developments more than 150 new cases are digested in this edition in particular a
revision of the chapter dealing with secondary liability and joint enterprise smith and
hogan s essentials of criminal law combines the authority you would expect from a smith
and hogan title with succinct coverage and a wealth of student friendly learning
features to aid study smith and hogan s criminal law is world renowned for its clear
and authoritative treatment of the criminal law smith and hogan s essentials combines
that authority with numerous supportive learning features and an eye on developing
analytical and assessment skills it provides a gateway to understanding the dynamic
world of criminal law this volume is a thorough and accessible guide to criminal law
providing invaluable extracts from key cases statutes and expert articles which have
been carefully selected to illuminate the core of criminal law ormerod and laird
expertly guide the reader through the various facets of the law while posing
stimulating questions for students to investigate further and reflect upon a companion
volume to criminal law by the same authors this revised edition now includes cases such
as gomez adomako millward kingston brown and airedale nhs versus bland it also takes
into account a series of reports and discussion papers recently published by the law
commission smith hogan ormerod s essentials of criminal law takes students to the heart
of this fascinating subject providing focused expert coverage alongside a wealth of
student friendly learning features to aid study criminal law is written with the needs
of the student foremost in mind to provide more than ever as modern and as
comprehensive an exposition of the criminal law as he or she could possibly require
this custom text has been compiled for the criminal law module at de montfort
university aims to present a unified picture of the core aspects of australian criminal
law this market leading textbook gives an authoritative account of international
criminal law and the investigation and prosecution of crime and guides the reader
through controversies with an accessible and sophisticated approach now covers
developments in the icc victims rights alternatives to international criminal justice
and has extended coverage of terrorism the second edition of the criminal law
sourcebook has been significantly expanded in order to provide law students with a
comprehensive selection of key materials drawn from law reports statutes law commission
consultation papers and reports and home o the law has struggled for many years with
the problem of how to accommodate those who commit crimes due to threats or
circumstances the modern ambivalence surrounding the defences of duress and necessity
has its origins in the legal past to date the defences of duress and necessity have
been couched in terms such as compulsion involuntariness and human frailty resulting in
the true nature of the defences being hidden psychologists and legal theorists have
begun to re examine the role of emotions in human action including their effect upon
behaviour and choice in light of recent breakthroughs eimear spain considers how the
emotions experienced by those who act due to threats both human and natural in origin
should affect the attribution of criminal responsibility and punishment the
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understanding of emotions extrapolated in this book points towards a new rationale for
the existing defences of duress and necessity since the adoption of the rome statute of
the international criminal court in 1998 international criminal law has rapidly grown
in importance this three volume treatise on international criminal law presents a
foundational systematic consistent and comprehensive analysis of international criminal
law taking into account the scholarly literature not only sources written in english
but also in french german italian portuguese and spanish the book draws on the author s
extensive academic and practical work in international criminal law this first volume
addresses the foundations of international criminal law and the emerging general
principles it examines the history of the discipline and the concepts behind it looking
at the sources of international criminal law the book then moves to investigate the
general structure of crime in international criminal law and to address in detail the
role played by the concept of individual criminal responsibility the subjective
requirements of criminal responsibility are examined and also those defences that
exclude such responsibility the full three volume treatise will address the entirety of
international criminal law re stating and re examining the fundamental principles upon
which it rests the manner it is enacted and the key issues that are shaping its future
it will be essential reading for practitioners scholars and students of international
criminal law alike simplification of criminal law public nuisance and outraging public
decency a consultation paper this second edition of what was in 1999 an acclaimed work
has been completely rewritten in approaching this the authors have considerably
increased the analysis of the theoretical aspects of criminal law and strengthened
citations of academic literature and comparative case law while keeping the narrative
concise and focused for easy use by practitioners key benefits to readers include a
complete overview of criminal law theory a new series of chapters on the law of
evidence as it applies in the fraught circumstances of a criminal trial a much more
analytical approach to the general part and to criminal defences and the comprehensive
coverage of all the major and many minor areas of indictable crime since the last
edition commentary and case law on sexual offences has proliferated as have legislative
interventions a completely new scheme for dealing with property offences was
necessitated by a series of recent statutes company law and competition offences have
assumed a greater significance and the range of offences covered has had to be
increased in order to ensure a comprehensive coverage of this most sensitive and
politically charged aspect of law this collection of essays honours the work of sir
gerald gordon cbe qc lld 1929 in modern times few if any individuals can have been as
important to a single country s criminal law as sir gerald has been to the criminal law
of scotland his monumental work the criminal law of scotland 1967 is the foundation of
modern scottish criminal law and is recognised internationally as a major contribution
to academic work on the subject elsewhere he has made significant contributions as an
academic judge and as a member of the scottish criminal cases review commission
reflecting the academic rigour and practical application of sir gerald s work this
volume includes essays on criminal law theory substantive law and evidence and
procedure by practitioners and academics within and outside of scotland including
contributions from england ireland and the usa the purpose of this book is to find a
unified approach to the doctrine of mens rea in the sphere of international criminal
law based on an in depth comparative analysis of different legal systems and the
jurisprudence of international criminal tribunals since nuremberg part i examines the
concept of mens rea in common and continental legal systems as well as its counterpart
in islamic shari a law part ii looks at the jurisprudence of the post second world war
trials the work of the international law commission and the concept of genocidal intent
in light of the travaux préparatoires of the 1948 genocide convention further chapters
are devoted to a discussion of the boundaries of mens rea in the jurisprudence of the
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international criminal tribunals for the former yugoslavia and rwanda the final chapter
examines the definition of the mental element as provided for in article 30 of the
statute of the international criminal court in light of the recent decisions delivered
by the international criminal court the study also examines the general principles that
underlie the various approaches to the mental elements of crimes as well as the
subjective element required in perpetration and participation in crimes and the
interrelation between mistake of law and mistake of fact with the subjective element
with a foreword by professor william schabas and an epilogue by professor roger clark
from the foreword by william schabas mohamed elewa badar has taken this complex
landscape of mens rea at the international level and prepared a thorough well
structured monograph this book is destined to become an indispensable tool for lawyers
and judges at the international tribunals from the epilogue by professor roger clark
this is the most comprehensive effort i have encountered pulling together across legal
systems the general part themes especially about the mental element found in confusing
array in the common law the civil law and islamic law in this endeavour dr badar s
researches have much to offer us criminal cases raise difficult normative and legal
questions and are often a consequence of compelling human drama in this collection
expert authors place leading cases in criminal law in their historical and legal
contexts highlighting their significance both in the past and for the present the cases
in this volume range from the fifteenth to the twenty first century many of them are
well known to modern criminal lawyers and students others are overlooked landmarks that
deserve reconsideration the essays often based on extensive and original archival
research range over a wide spectrum of criminal law covering procedure and doctrine
statute and common law individual offences and general principles together the essays
explore common themes including the scope of criminal law and criminalisation the role
of the jury and the causes of change in criminal law the subject of intention in the
criminal law is currently causing many debates among criminal lawyers this compelling
and probing volume addresses two key questions should the criminal law distinguish
between direct intention and recklessness and what should the law be concerning cases
of oblique intention i e cases in which the actor does not act in order to cause the
proscribed result but is nevertheless practically certain that his or her action will
cause it the discussion is divided into two parts with the first being devoted to the
question of whether it is justified to grade offences based on the distinction between
intention and recklessness the second part deals with offences in which intention is
required as a condition for the criminalisation of the conduct and in the context of
which reckless actors are not exposed to criminal liability the book explores the issue
of intention from the viewpoint of degrees of moral culpability and it discusses inter
alia the doctrine of double effect the possibility that the law in cases of oblique
intention should not be the same for all crimes of intention and the possibility of
using a moral formula in the definition of certain offences the discussion also
addresses many other criminal law issues including the philosophy of punishment the
role of motives in determining degrees of blameworthiness sentencing stigma and
criminal attempts the routledge handbook on american prisons is an authoritative volume
that provides an overview of the state of u s prisons and synthesizes the research on
the many facets of the prison system the united states is exceptional in its use of
incarceration as punishment it not only has the largest prison population in the world
but also the highest per capita incarceration rate research and debate about mass
incarceration continues to grow with mounting bipartisan agreement on the need for
criminal justice reform divided into four sections prisons security operations and
administration types of offenders and populations living and dying in prison and
release reentry and reform the volume explores the key issues fundamental to
understanding the u s prison system including the characteristics of facilities inmate
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risk assessment and classification prison administration and employment for profit
prisons special populations overcrowding prison health care prison violence the special
circumstances of death row prisoners collateral consequences of incarceration prison
programming and parole the final section examines reform efforts and ideas and offers
suggestions for future research and attention with contributions from leading
correctional scholars this book is a valuable resource for scholars with an interest in
u s prisons and the issues surrounding them it is structured to serve scholars and
graduate students studying corrections penology institutional corrections and other
related topics the nature of criminal law doctrines such as strict corporate and
vicarious liability and suggests that such doctrines require re evaluation in the light
of the reality of the corporate entity this study will be of interest to academics
undergraduate and post graduate students and practitioners inciples of each device s
operation and presents a block circuit diagram next he analyzes these real world
circuits in detail and finally he discusses the present state of the art this approach
will help to integrate the many different aspects of an electrical engineer s course
work from physical optics to digital signal processing as never before very accessible
and containing over 350 illustrations and many exercises



Smith and Hogan's Criminal Law
2015

criminal law is written with the needs of the student foremost in mind to provide more
than ever as modern and as comprehensive an exposition of the criminal law as he or she
could possibly require

Smith & Hogan Criminal Law
1999

ormerod and laird present a thorough yet accessible student guide to the criminal law
supported by a wealth of key extracts from judgments statutes reports and academic
articles

Smith, Hogan, and Ormerod's Text, Cases, and Materials on
Criminal Law
2017

smith hogan and ormerod s essentials of criminal law provides an ideal gateway into the
dynamic world of criminal law focused expert coverage a hallmark of the smith hogan and
ormerod books is supported by a wealth of student friendly learning features that
enhance learning in thisideal introduction for first time students dr john child and
professor david ormerod qc expertly guide new undergraduate readers through the subject
addressing all the key topics on the llb complex issues are demystified and explained
offering a clear understanding of offences defences and principles that underlie them
particular attention is paid to student assessment with end of chapter sections
offering advice on how to approach essay and problem questions short learning and
assessment tips are provided throughout the chapters online resourcesa range of online
resources are provided to further a student s understanding including video tutorials
from the authors and students examination questions with answer guidance from the
authors multiple choice questions chapter summaries and further reading

Smith, Hogan, and Ormerod's Essentials of Criminal Law
2019-05-22

smith and hogan criminal law is regarded as the leading doctrinal textbook on criminal
law in england and wales and has been for almost 40 years the legal principles and
rules involved in criminal law are often complex and technical it is essential
therefore that students have a clearand comprehensive account of the law to guide their
study for generations of students smith and hogan criminal law has fulfilled that need
it provides a detailed and critical exposition of the general principles of criminal
liability and the law of the most important crimes its authoritativenature renders it
popular with practitioners and leads to its frequent citation by the courts the book is
complimented by an online resource centre providing updates and useful weblinks



Smith & Hogan Criminal Law
2005

smith hogan ormerod s criminal law is rightly regarded as the leading doctrinal
textbook on criminal law in england and wales the book owes its consistent popularity
to its depth of analysis breadth of coverage and accessible style over fifty years
since the publication of the first edition professor david ormerod and karl laird
continue the tradition set down by professors sir john smith and brian hogan by
producing a textbook of unrivalled quality the text continues to be an invaluable
resource for undergraduate students and an essential reference source for criminal law
practitioners digital formats and resources the sixteenth edition is available for
students and institutions to purchase in a variety of formats and is supported by
online resources the e book offers a mobile experience and convenient access along with
functionality tools navigation features and links that offer extra learning support
oxfordtextbooks co uk ebooks a selection of online resources accompany this text
including a selection of additional online chapters a full bibliography arranged
alphabetically and by chapter annual updates

Smith and Hogan Criminal Law
2009

this comprehensive casebook provides extracts from all of the key cases along with
other essential materials from statutes reports books and articles notes and questions
provide context and encourage deep learning it is the perfect companion to a textbook
such as smith and hogan criminal law

Smith, Hogan, and Ormerod's Criminal Law
2021

introduction actus reus mens rea interaction of actus reus and mens rea murder
manslaughter non fatal offences against the person sexual offences property offences
fraud general inchoate offences parties to crime denials of an offence general defences

Smith and Hogan Criminal Law: Cases and Materials
2009-05-28

criminal law is written with the needs of the student foremost in mind to provide more
than ever as modern and as comprehensive an exposition of the criminal law as he or she
could possibly require

Smith, Hogan, and Ormerod's Essentials of Criminal Law
2017

a companion to smith and hogan criminal law this work provides all thenecessary
materials cases statutes reports extracts from books and articles for an in depth study
of the general principles of criminal law this editionhas been updated to incorporate
new legislation such as the sexual offences act2003 and relevant new case law



Smith and Hogan Criminal Law: Text and Materials
2014

smith hogan ormerod s criminal law is rightly regarded as the leading doctrinal
textbook on criminal law in england and wales published in its first edition over fifty
years ago it continues to be a key text for undergraduates and an essential reference
source for practitioners

Smith & Hogan Criminal Law
2006

this title has been completely updated in order to include all legislative and case law
developments changes brought about through the crime and courts act 2013 and the legal
aid sentencing and punishment of offenders act 2012 have been fully incorporated there
is detailed analysis of the many recent case developments more than 150 new cases are
digested in this edition in particular a revision of the chapter dealing with secondary
liability and joint enterprise

Smith, Hogan, and Ormerod's Criminal Law
2018

smith and hogan s essentials of criminal law combines the authority you would expect
from a smith and hogan title with succinct coverage and a wealth of student friendly
learning features to aid study

Smith, Hogan, and Ormerod's Criminal Law
2021

smith and hogan s criminal law is world renowned for its clear and authoritative
treatment of the criminal law smith and hogan s essentials combines that authority with
numerous supportive learning features and an eye on developing analytical and
assessment skills it provides a gateway to understanding the dynamic world of criminal
law

Smith, Hogan, & Ormerod's Criminal Law
2018

this volume is a thorough and accessible guide to criminal law providing invaluable
extracts from key cases statutes and expert articles which have been carefully selected
to illuminate the core of criminal law ormerod and laird expertly guide the reader
through the various facets of the law while posing stimulating questions for students
to investigate further and reflect upon

Smith and Hogan's Criminal Law
2015



a companion volume to criminal law by the same authors this revised edition now
includes cases such as gomez adomako millward kingston brown and airedale nhs versus
bland it also takes into account a series of reports and discussion papers recently
published by the law commission

Smith & Hogan's Essentials of Criminal Law
2015

smith hogan ormerod s essentials of criminal law takes students to the heart of this
fascinating subject providing focused expert coverage alongside a wealth of student
friendly learning features to aid study

Smith, Hogan and Ormerod's Criminal Law
2024-07-08

criminal law is written with the needs of the student foremost in mind to provide more
than ever as modern and as comprehensive an exposition of the criminal law as he or she
could possibly require

Smith Et Hogan's Essentials of Criminal Law
2015

this custom text has been compiled for the criminal law module at de montfort
university

Smith, Hogan & Ormerod's Text, Cases, & Materials on
Criminal Law
2020

aims to present a unified picture of the core aspects of australian criminal law

Criminal Law
1996

this market leading textbook gives an authoritative account of international criminal
law and the investigation and prosecution of crime and guides the reader through
controversies with an accessible and sophisticated approach now covers developments in
the icc victims rights alternatives to international criminal justice and has extended
coverage of terrorism

Smith, Hogan, and Ormerod's Essentials of Criminal Law
2019

the second edition of the criminal law sourcebook has been significantly expanded in
order to provide law students with a comprehensive selection of key materials drawn
from law reports statutes law commission consultation papers and reports and home o



Smith, Hogan, & Ormerod's Essentials of Criminal Law
2017

the law has struggled for many years with the problem of how to accommodate those who
commit crimes due to threats or circumstances the modern ambivalence surrounding the
defences of duress and necessity has its origins in the legal past to date the defences
of duress and necessity have been couched in terms such as compulsion involuntariness
and human frailty resulting in the true nature of the defences being hidden
psychologists and legal theorists have begun to re examine the role of emotions in
human action including their effect upon behaviour and choice in light of recent
breakthroughs eimear spain considers how the emotions experienced by those who act due
to threats both human and natural in origin should affect the attribution of criminal
responsibility and punishment the understanding of emotions extrapolated in this book
points towards a new rationale for the existing defences of duress and necessity

Smith, Hogan & Ormerod's Text, Cases, & Materials on
Criminal Law
2017

since the adoption of the rome statute of the international criminal court in 1998
international criminal law has rapidly grown in importance this three volume treatise
on international criminal law presents a foundational systematic consistent and
comprehensive analysis of international criminal law taking into account the scholarly
literature not only sources written in english but also in french german italian
portuguese and spanish the book draws on the author s extensive academic and practical
work in international criminal law this first volume addresses the foundations of
international criminal law and the emerging general principles it examines the history
of the discipline and the concepts behind it looking at the sources of international
criminal law the book then moves to investigate the general structure of crime in
international criminal law and to address in detail the role played by the concept of
individual criminal responsibility the subjective requirements of criminal
responsibility are examined and also those defences that exclude such responsibility
the full three volume treatise will address the entirety of international criminal law
re stating and re examining the fundamental principles upon which it rests the manner
it is enacted and the key issues that are shaping its future it will be essential
reading for practitioners scholars and students of international criminal law alike

Criminal Law de Montfort University
2018-08-22

simplification of criminal law public nuisance and outraging public decency a
consultation paper

Criminal Laws in Australia
2006

this second edition of what was in 1999 an acclaimed work has been completely rewritten
in approaching this the authors have considerably increased the analysis of the



theoretical aspects of criminal law and strengthened citations of academic literature
and comparative case law while keeping the narrative concise and focused for easy use
by practitioners key benefits to readers include a complete overview of criminal law
theory a new series of chapters on the law of evidence as it applies in the fraught
circumstances of a criminal trial a much more analytical approach to the general part
and to criminal defences and the comprehensive coverage of all the major and many minor
areas of indictable crime since the last edition commentary and case law on sexual
offences has proliferated as have legislative interventions a completely new scheme for
dealing with property offences was necessitated by a series of recent statutes company
law and competition offences have assumed a greater significance and the range of
offences covered has had to be increased in order to ensure a comprehensive coverage of
this most sensitive and politically charged aspect of law

An Introduction to International Criminal Law and
Procedure
2010-05-27

this collection of essays honours the work of sir gerald gordon cbe qc lld 1929 in
modern times few if any individuals can have been as important to a single country s
criminal law as sir gerald has been to the criminal law of scotland his monumental work
the criminal law of scotland 1967 is the foundation of modern scottish criminal law and
is recognised internationally as a major contribution to academic work on the subject
elsewhere he has made significant contributions as an academic judge and as a member of
the scottish criminal cases review commission reflecting the academic rigour and
practical application of sir gerald s work this volume includes essays on criminal law
theory substantive law and evidence and procedure by practitioners and academics within
and outside of scotland including contributions from england ireland and the usa

Sourcebook Criminal Law
2001

the purpose of this book is to find a unified approach to the doctrine of mens rea in
the sphere of international criminal law based on an in depth comparative analysis of
different legal systems and the jurisprudence of international criminal tribunals since
nuremberg part i examines the concept of mens rea in common and continental legal
systems as well as its counterpart in islamic shari a law part ii looks at the
jurisprudence of the post second world war trials the work of the international law
commission and the concept of genocidal intent in light of the travaux préparatoires of
the 1948 genocide convention further chapters are devoted to a discussion of the
boundaries of mens rea in the jurisprudence of the international criminal tribunals for
the former yugoslavia and rwanda the final chapter examines the definition of the
mental element as provided for in article 30 of the statute of the international
criminal court in light of the recent decisions delivered by the international criminal
court the study also examines the general principles that underlie the various
approaches to the mental elements of crimes as well as the subjective element required
in perpetration and participation in crimes and the interrelation between mistake of
law and mistake of fact with the subjective element with a foreword by professor
william schabas and an epilogue by professor roger clark from the foreword by william
schabas mohamed elewa badar has taken this complex landscape of mens rea at the
international level and prepared a thorough well structured monograph this book is



destined to become an indispensable tool for lawyers and judges at the international
tribunals from the epilogue by professor roger clark this is the most comprehensive
effort i have encountered pulling together across legal systems the general part themes
especially about the mental element found in confusing array in the common law the
civil law and islamic law in this endeavour dr badar s researches have much to offer us

Criminal Law
2019

criminal cases raise difficult normative and legal questions and are often a
consequence of compelling human drama in this collection expert authors place leading
cases in criminal law in their historical and legal contexts highlighting their
significance both in the past and for the present the cases in this volume range from
the fifteenth to the twenty first century many of them are well known to modern
criminal lawyers and students others are overlooked landmarks that deserve
reconsideration the essays often based on extensive and original archival research
range over a wide spectrum of criminal law covering procedure and doctrine statute and
common law individual offences and general principles together the essays explore
common themes including the scope of criminal law and criminalisation the role of the
jury and the causes of change in criminal law

The Role of Emotions in Criminal Law Defences
2011-09-29

the subject of intention in the criminal law is currently causing many debates among
criminal lawyers this compelling and probing volume addresses two key questions should
the criminal law distinguish between direct intention and recklessness and what should
the law be concerning cases of oblique intention i e cases in which the actor does not
act in order to cause the proscribed result but is nevertheless practically certain
that his or her action will cause it the discussion is divided into two parts with the
first being devoted to the question of whether it is justified to grade offences based
on the distinction between intention and recklessness the second part deals with
offences in which intention is required as a condition for the criminalisation of the
conduct and in the context of which reckless actors are not exposed to criminal
liability the book explores the issue of intention from the viewpoint of degrees of
moral culpability and it discusses inter alia the doctrine of double effect the
possibility that the law in cases of oblique intention should not be the same for all
crimes of intention and the possibility of using a moral formula in the definition of
certain offences the discussion also addresses many other criminal law issues including
the philosophy of punishment the role of motives in determining degrees of
blameworthiness sentencing stigma and criminal attempts

Treatise on International Criminal Law
2013-01-24

the routledge handbook on american prisons is an authoritative volume that provides an
overview of the state of u s prisons and synthesizes the research on the many facets of
the prison system the united states is exceptional in its use of incarceration as
punishment it not only has the largest prison population in the world but also the



highest per capita incarceration rate research and debate about mass incarceration
continues to grow with mounting bipartisan agreement on the need for criminal justice
reform divided into four sections prisons security operations and administration types
of offenders and populations living and dying in prison and release reentry and reform
the volume explores the key issues fundamental to understanding the u s prison system
including the characteristics of facilities inmate risk assessment and classification
prison administration and employment for profit prisons special populations
overcrowding prison health care prison violence the special circumstances of death row
prisoners collateral consequences of incarceration prison programming and parole the
final section examines reform efforts and ideas and offers suggestions for future
research and attention with contributions from leading correctional scholars this book
is a valuable resource for scholars with an interest in u s prisons and the issues
surrounding them it is structured to serve scholars and graduate students studying
corrections penology institutional corrections and other related topics

Simplification of Criminal Law
2010

the nature of criminal law doctrines such as strict corporate and vicarious liability
and suggests that such doctrines require re evaluation in the light of the reality of
the corporate entity this study will be of interest to academics undergraduate and post
graduate students and practitioners inciples of each device s operation and presents a
block circuit diagram next he analyzes these real world circuits in detail and finally
he discusses the present state of the art this approach will help to integrate the many
different aspects of an electrical engineer s course work from physical optics to
digital signal processing as never before very accessible and containing over 350
illustrations and many exercises

Charleton and McDermott's Criminal Law and Evidence
2020-10-23

Essays in Criminal Law in Honour of Sir Gerald Gordon
2010-10-31

The Concept of Mens Rea in International Criminal Law
2013-01-30

Landmark Cases in Criminal Law
2017-05-04



General Principles of Criminal Law
2010

Direct and Oblique Intention in the Criminal Law
2017-07-28

Routledge Handbook on American Prisons
2020-11-01

Criminal Law
1978

Consumer Protection and the Criminal Law
2001-10-04
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